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About This Game

The only good office worker is a good office worker. - Sun Tzu

Play through the career of an office worker, and enjoy the thrills and chills that only an office can offer. The point of the game
is to figure out the point of the game, so only the most diligent employee will thrive in this harsh world...

Features:

MIDI music.

640x480px resolution.

256 colors.

Adlib sound effects.

Daily missions (with a real progression)

Exploration.
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Easter eggs and secrets.

No TPS reports.

Achievements.
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Title: Payroll
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Publisher:
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Good game, purchased because of great visuals. But disappointed due the lack of difficulty, game was simply too easy for me.
Even the hardest song was a walk in the park. I could literally full combo any song on the first go. Maybe its just because im a 3
year osu veteran. But ranting aside, the game is nice and cheap and great for beginners to get started to music rhythm genre. Its
well optimised and runs pretty smooth even for a slightly low end pc.. Beyond the nostalgia factor, the idea of a one button
platformer with game boy esthetic is cool. it's a bit strange to have a character who can only jump and move forward
automatically it can be hard to manage, the timing must be really tight and the gameplay goes in that way. It's a curious mix
between kirby and super meat boy. I recommand it.. It looks like it is for playing with 3D glasses, but other than it everything is
good.. Entertaining as heck. Kinda wish they made a moe and version of this game tho.

And where's my porn light?. good game!!! only compliant: want office hanky panky. please add hanky panky in mixture to
payrole 2. office panky in cubicle common fantasy
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I hate you 3000. this is a fun concept that was never fully realized. the game has not been updated since 2016 and the website
for the game hasnt been updated since 2015.

with some polishing and content, this could have been a cool game.

i supported it because i like to see cool things done with video games. if i had known this is where they were going to stop, i
wouldnt have done so.. Playing it is like having sex with a beautiful woman over and over again.. Installs uplay on your pc
without telling you, locks all of the content worth playing behind microtransactions or extremely slow progression.. Hard for me
to dislike a game I got for 75% off. The "My Career" is fun for about an hour or so. Your mileage may vary.. I have everything
required to run the game, but when I start it up, it has massive slowdown, making it unplayable. Buy at your own risk.. It might
be a nice looking train but it's really hard to start up and there is no easy mode. Witch is really bad. I can not recommend this
loco.. The only game I can pelt my girlfriend with cupcakes with no repercussions.. Finally i can have this crispy soundtrack
album!

Really recommended to have this one, it comes with 3 format (MP3, AAC, and FLAC. However AAC and FLAC version are
zipped, only MP3 version are unzipped by default)

It's an instant classic for sure!
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